on G. Let p be concentrated on a Borel set R C G with \(R) = 0. Then for each compact set K C R, there is a Borel set P C K such that PP~X has void interior and the complement of P in K is p-null.
Proof. Since the compact set K is contained in a compactly-generated closed and open subgroup, we may suppose without loss of generality that G is compactly generated. shows that the interior of (R ~ S)iK ~ S)~ must also be void.
We may now take P = K ~ S to establish the Lemma, noting that the complement of P in K is the set K n S, which is p;-null since S is /¿-null.
It is now possible to derive the two characterization theorems.
Theorem 1. Let p be a complex regular Borel measure on G, with total variation \p\. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) For each compact E in G with \p\ (F) > 0, the set EE~l has nonvoid interior.
(2) For each compact set E in G with \p\ (E) > 0, the set EE~^ contains a neighborhood of the identity. Proof. Statements (3) and (2) clearly imply (I), and that (4) implies (3) and (2) To establish the equivalence of all four statements, we need only show that
(1) implies (4). So suppose that p satisfies the hypothesis of (1), and let p= a + 'rf be the Lebesgue decomposition of p, where a is absolutely continuous with respect to X, and r¡ is singular with respect to X. We will prove (4) by showing that rf = 0. Since statement (4) is known to imply (2), and consequently (1), the measure a satisfies the hypothesis of (1) as does p. It follows easily that the difference, rf = p -a, also satisfies the hypothesis of (1). Suppose, for a contradiction, that rf 4 0. Then \j¡\ is a nontrivial measure, concentrated on a Borel set R with X(R) = 0. By regularity of |ij|, we may choose a compact set R, C R with \rf\ (Ky)> 0. The Lemma above then guarantees the existence of a Borel set P C Ky with |r/| (P) = \rj\ iKy), and such that P • P_1 has void interior. Again by regularity of \rj\, there is a compact set R C P with \rj\ (R) > 0. But this contradicts the fact that rf satisfies the hypothesis of (1), since KK'1 C PP~l implies that KK~l has void interior. The contradiction shows that rf = 0, and the proof is complete. = 0, so that a = 0. Hence p = rf, so that p is singular.
For the "only if" part, we may suppose without loss of generality that p is nonnegative and concentrated on E with XiE) = 0. The conclusion will follow from the construction of a sequence \F.} of compact sets with the properties:
(1) Fj CF2 GfjCi CE.
